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Why did my mother say yes to the rape which brought me into the world? Why did she 
put up with the fruit of this illegitimate intercourse for nine months and nine days and 
allow me to grow in the foetus? Why did she allow this bitter embryo to grow? How 
many eyes must have humiliated her because they considered her a whore? Did anyone 
distribute sweets to celebrate my birth? Did anyone admire me affectionately? Did 
anyone celebrate my naming ceremony? Which family would claim me as its 
descendent? Whose son am I, really? - Sharan Kumar Limbale (p.37). 

 

Abstract: Dalit literature represents a powerful, emerging trend in the Indian literary 

scene. Dalit literature began as a voice of protest against an unjust social order. Today, 

it has attained the status of a distinct, creative world literature reflecting the plight of the 

majority people of the world, and highlighting the struggle of the human spirit against 

the age-old oppressions. Dr. Ambedkar has been the apostle of the Dalits and toeing his 

line Dalit writers began to write focussing on themes such as disabilities imposed upon 

Dalits, demand of social equality, social justice, Buddhism and social and economic 

democracy. Today, Dalit writers like Sharan Kumar Limbale, have left their indelible 

impression on the literature of India. Limbale marked his oppression, atrocities, social 

life and how religion has tried to rescue somewhat from being marginalised by the upper 

caste. His auto-biography has used the personal descriptive persuasive narrative to show 

the life experiences. Limbale, one of Maharashtra’s pre-eminent Dalit writer-activists, is 

the author of many novels and story collections about Dalit life. His ground breaking 

auto-biographical work, Akkarmashi, has recently appeared in English as, The 

Outcaste. Auto-biographical narratives constitute a significant segment of Dalit 

literature. The Dalit writers turned these narratives as ‘self-stories’(Atmakatha) or self-

reportings(Atmavritta). Most of these narratives are tales of personal sufferings of the 

Dalit writers focussed with their interpersonal responses and community feelings which 

they experience in a Hindu society. Auto-biographies may not have been a traditional 

literary genre in Indian culture, but from t6he 19th century onwards we begin to find texts 

that narrate personal lives. Dalit auto-biographies reveal everyday caste and class 
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exploitation that call for the restoration of dignity and self-respect. In itself, the very 

emergence of Dalit auto-biography is an act of resistance because Dalits are using this 

opportunity to assert their identities through their writings. Through these, we get a 

glimpse into the life of a community struggling against deprivation, discrimination and 

exploitation at the hands of a society ridden with caste biases and unequal opportunities.  

Key Words: Caste, discrimination, suppression, identity, self-assertion. 

The emergence of Dalit literature in languages such as Marathi, Telugu, Hindi and Tamil 

in recent decades is an important and encouraging sign of our times. Many Dalit writings have 

been translated into English and helped discriminate Dalit voices giving the genre a visibility it 

had lacked before. Sharan Kumar Limbale is at once a writer, critic and a historian, and his 

criticism and history of the Dalit literature movement is starkly realistic as his auto-biographical 

novel of untouchable life. He came to prominence with the publication of Akkarmashi , his auto-

biographical of narrative of rural Dalit life. Originally written in Marathi, it became available to 

a wider audience when the Hindi translation appeared in 1991. The English translation, The 

Outcaste, was made available in 2003. The Outcaste is concerned with the evolution and features 

of Dalit literature in Marathi. Inspired by the writings of Ambedkar, writers like Limbale have 

produced an important body of literature that narrates Dalit reality and experience. The word 

‘Dalit’ is an old Marathi word found in Marathi-English dictionary of 1975, reprint of 1813 

edition meaning ‘ground’ broken or reduced to pieces generally. It derives from a Sanskrit word 

meaning ‘crushed’ and is understood in all the Indian languages that are derived from Sanskrit. 

Dalit is now used in place of the word ‘untouchable’. Over the years there have been several 

terms used to describe the people of the untouchable community, such as Ati-Shudra, exterior 

castes, out castes, depressed classes, scheduled castes, ex-untouchables, etc. The untouchables 

feel that these terms which were abusive in nature and synonymous with derogation, domination 

and paternalism were coined by the upper-caste Hindus; officials and social reformers. The 

principal philosophy of Dalit literature is to bring total revolution in Indian society. The Hindu 

society believes, in the ‘Varnashrama system’ with its religiously-oriented concepts such as the 

age-old Granthas, Gods, priesthood etc, which brings slavery. Dalit literature denies this Hindu 

mentality and affirms humanitarian freedom. Tara Chandra Khandekar, a Dalit writer says:  
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Man is the centrifugal force in the philosophy of Dalit literature. Man is supreme. 

He is above all God, sacred books and science. It is man who can make an unmake 

anything. Dalit literature believes that nothing is permanent. Everything is 

subjected to decay, and every decay follows resurgence, a new creation. It, 

therefore does not accept the maxims ‘Satyam’, ‘Shivam’, ‘Sundaram’. On the 

other hand it proclaims that nothing is true which is not applicable for man’s 

sublime freedom, nothing is good if it is not useful for man’s welfare, nothing is 

beautiful which is not useful for beautification of mankind     1 

Sharan Kumar Limbale is a rebel who exposes the hypocrisies of Indian caste society 

through the narrative of his life. The Outcaste mirrors his birth and life. In it, he talks about how 

Mahar women were sexually exploited by the upper caste Marathas. It was rather a strange social 

practise in North-India that Dalit girls, just after attaining puberty, were kept by the upper caste 

land lords to satisfy their lust. It was almost a customary service for all Dalit families throughout 

Maharastra to give their daughters to the upper caste Patils for their sexual needs. In return, these 

young women were given shelter with few provisions to live on. Dalit girls were kept as their 

concubines. Dalit women are seen as thrice-subjugated as women at the bottom of social 

pyramids. Dr.Ambedkar is crucial in understanding their position as the lowest of the low. He 

saw the Hindu caste system as a pyramid of earthen parts which are put on one another. Gail 

Omvedt in an interview says: 

Men are at the top and women of that caste are on the bottom like crushed and 

wasted powder. And at the very bottom are the Dalits and below them are the 

suppressed Dalit women2. 

 Though the auto-biography of Limbale has a plethora of female characters, the most 

important woman character in it is Shantamai, the grandmother of the narrator. Limbale’s history 

is his mother’s life, at the most his grandmother’s. His mother is an untouchable where as his 

father is a high caste from one of the privileged classes of India. His mother went through a state 

of an extreme poverty, where as his father was an affluent one. Limbale is an Akkarmashi(half-

caste). He is condemned and branded as an illegitimate one. The Outcaste, when published, 

raised a storm of criticism and led to a stormy debate. The book is a land mark in Marathi Dalit 

literature. Akkarmashi came to be recognised as a contemporary classic immediately after its 
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publication. Limbale’s book is a frighteningly candid story of his childhood and growth as an 

undesirable person. In the preface to the first print of Akkarmashi, Limbale wrote: 

Every time the dominant class attack and exploit the weak; they violate their 

women. The sexual exploits of the men among the wicked exploiters draw 

legitimacy from their authority, wealth, society, culture and religion... She has to 

carry the rape in her womb. That rape has to be borne, fed and reared. And this 

rape acquires and lives a life. My autobiography holds in it the agony of such a 

life. My experiences are my words. What will remain there if you take experience 

away from a life? She is a living corpse.  

The Outcaste primarily deals with the question of identity of a young man, who happens 

to be an illegitimate child born to Mahar mother by a Maratha father. Sharan Kumar Limbale 

wrote this book when he was 25years old. Being young his search for an identity is more intense 

and passionate. Limbale criticises the hypocrisy of the Indian upper caste men who for their own 

convenience follow caste rules but would never mind in indulging in carnal pleasures by 

exploiting the dignity of the lower caste women. He says: 

People who enjoy high caste privileges, authority sanctioned by religion, and 

inherit property, have exploited the Dalits of this land. The Patils in every village 

have made whores of the wives of Dalit farm labourers. A poor Dalit girl on 

attaining puberty has invariably been a victim of their lust. There is a whole breed 

born to adulterous Patils. There are Dalit families that survive by pleasing the 

Patils sexually. The whole village considers such a house as the house of the Patil’s 

whore. Even the children born to her from her husband are considered the children 

of a Patil. Besides survival as the charity of a Patil what else can such a household 

expect (p.38) 

Limbale is so much attached with his grandmother. He prefers to live with her. She 

treated her grandson as if he were her step-son. She undergoes many hardships to bring him up 

and educate him. She feels proud of him. Limbale’s attitude to women is a noticeable thing. In 

his works there are many women characters and not one of them without a serious complication 

in her life. There are widows, childless women, deserted-women. He presents his own mother 

who has been cheated again and again, exploited most blatantly in every relationship. The author 
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however, neither curses nor blames her in his narrative. The boys of Mahar community are not 

allowed to play with the Wani and the Brahmin boys playing Kabbadi. Limbale expresses his 

view on the attitude of the so called upper castes: 

Being marked as Mahar we couldn’t join them. So, Mallya, Umbrya, Parshya, all 

from my caste, began to play touch-and-go. We played one kind of game while the 

high caste village boys played another. The two games were playes separately, like 

two separate whirlwinds (p.2) 

The phenomenon of caste as a status marker has probably been the most unique feature of 

Indian society. The origin of the notion of caste is so obscure and its manifestation in social life 

is so complicated that it is almost impossible to think of it as a system with rules that can be 

articulated and reasoned out. Limbale’s cry for social justice has no match in any literature. His 

questions obviously go unanswered. By raising these questions, he raised a serious discussion on 

the caste system. ‘Rejection’ and ‘revolt’ in Dalit literature have been birthed from the womb of 

Dalit’s pain. They are directed against an inhuman system that was imposed on them. This 

rejection is aimed at the unequal order which has exploited Dalits. Revolt is the stage that 

follows anguish and rejection. Historically, in Indian society, the Dalits have always been a 

dispossessed lot deprived of the basic human rights to live with freedom, honour and dignity. 

Born and brought up in squalor and extreme social alienation, their sensitiveness to beautiful in 

life is strangulated and tenderness for love choked. Their social alienation is executed to the 

extent of dehumanization until their attitudinal and exploitation has extracted their human 

qualities; these Dalits are dehumanized almost irredeemably. Limbale’s writings debunk the 

prevalent corruption and malpractices among the so called upper caste people and the lascivious 

misdemeanour of Hindu priests, land lords in the garb of religion and caste. More so in the case 

of Dalit women of Indian society they had to bear the brunt of this cultural interface. It has been 

her fate as a Dalit to bear threats of rape and violence from the hands of upper caste, upper strata 

of people. While Dalit movement brought in its wake hope for a better treatment and equality, 

with the rise of identity concerns and community feelings it also increased the risk of 

objectification of Dalit women. Limbale portrays his grandmother in a realistic way. Shantamai 

is an ordinary Dalit woman. Limbale says: 
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Her mouth smelt foul and her teeth had turned quite black from the herbal powder 

she used to clean them with. (p.6-7) 

She gathers dung for making cakes of dung to sell them. Due to her hard work and 

constant starvation her skin has dried up and shrivelled. She herself eats bhakaris made out of 

the jowar grains washed out of the dung of animals and gives Sharan bhakaris out of the flour 

collected as alms. The hunger in the auto-biography is depicted in such a way that it implies 

constantly the way it has been treated by two different perspectives. One is of lust and another is 

of hunger of food, starvation. The vast life beyond these two hungers doesn’t exist and no 

wonder the author of this auto-biography has well captured the future of these hungers which 

will swallow up the entire family just as a huge serpent eats its prey. Whenever there is wedding 

in the prestigious village families, we grow as excited as wolves. Those upper caste families in 

his village invite the entire village to the feast. In the end even the Dalits are also invited. 

Limbale narrates one of his bitter experiences at the wedding feast: 

They served kheer in our plates very young children were given only a small 

portion. I ate greedily as soon as I was served and emptied my plate I asked for 

more helpings. As Masamai was alone at home and hungry, I thought of sneaking 

this delicacy to her. I asked for more and more kheer though my stomach was full 

and walked back home with it. I was very happy at what I was doing. But 

Girmallya happened to notice me he snatched my bowl of kheer, threw it o the 

ground and slapped me in the face. “Son of a bitch” he shouted, “if you didn’t 

want it why did you take it? Don’t let me see you more than once at any feast after 

this. The scum! They eat as much as they want and still crave for mare to take 

home”. I returned home crying. Girmallya didn’t allow anyone to sneak the kheer 

away. That included my sister too. I returned home with my empty plate but 

Shantamai had managed to sneak some kheer away. (pp.8-9) 

Limbale’s grandmother Shantamai shares a very thorny existence with dada her Muslim 

partner. It is she who has to bear the burden of begging, sweeping and arranging for the survival 

of her family. Whenever a coral arises with Masamai on account of the narrator, she leaves the 

house and starts living at the bus stand with the narrator and dada. Whenever Limbale felt 

hungry, Shantamai begged ‘bhakari’ for him. Sharan’s mother was not an adulterous but a victim 
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of a social system. She is the only daughter of Shantamai. She was married to a man called 

Vithal Kamble. Vithal was a labourer with a farmer. Poverty, misery and hunger sat like a hump 

on his shoulders. Vithal Kamble worked for Hanumantha Limbale. He was a Patil who helped 

Vithal in times of need. It was he who ruined the domestic happiness of Vithal and Masamai. 

She became estranged from her husband Vithal Kamble. In the course of time Kamble remarried 

but now Masamai was like a spoilt fruit. She was kept like a pet pigeon in the nest of 

Hanumantha Limbale. Soon Masamai gave birth to a son. The baby’s birth must have shaken to 

the foundations of the institution of caste. The beauty of a woman becomes a curse for her if she 

is born in a low caste as she has to constantly bear the assaults of lustful people. Caste 

oppression seems to be a never ending process. He is really sympathetic towards the victims who 

hardly have any choice. There were quarrels everyday between Hanumantha and Masamai. The 

new born baby was disowned by his father Hanumantha. Later Masamai became a keep of 

another Patil, Yaswantharao Sidramappa Patil who was called ‘kaka’ and gave birth to eight 

children. Despite her liberality in sexual matter, she is portrayed as a victim of the social order 

which makes the Dalit women as easy prey to the licentious upper caste land lords. Limbale is 

treated as ‘Akkarmashi’ which literally means ‘bastard’, a child born out of illicit sexual 

relationship. His father and the society denied him the status of a son and rightful share in 

property. Orphaned Sharan Kumar Limbale wandered from pole to post in search of an anchor. 

He was ill treated and hooted out from most places because he was born of a ‘keep’. This 

autobiography is an account of his birth from extramarital association between his helpless 

mother and a high caste Patil. Sharan did not attack any particular person. But his prime concern 

is aimed to prove his mother’s innocence and to narrate the story of his successful struggle 

against unjust society. In his sight, his mother is not a commercial fruit but an unfortunate prey 

to the caste system. He wrote this autobiography as an outlet to his pent-up feelings creating 

equilibrium. It is true that one’s caste continues fragmentation of a larger caste group into 

numerous sub-caste groups creating in the process a hierarchic stratification within what has 

been a single cast. All in all, caste is lived social experience in India more than a prescribed 

mode of social classification. In our society, a child is identified by the name of his father but not 

by his mother. The anguish of the narrator is seen here: 

My father and his forefathers were Lingayat. Therefore I am one too. My mother 

was a Mahar. My mother’s father and forefathers were Mahar; hence I am also a 
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Mahar. From that day I was born until today, I was brought up by my grandfather 

Mahmood Dastgir Jamadas. My grandfather in the sense he lives with my 

grandmother, Shantamai. Does this mean I am a Muslim as well? Then why can’t 

the Jamadas’s affection claim me as Muslim? How can I be high caste when my 

mother is untouchable? If I am untouchable, what about my father who is in high 

caste? I am like Jarasandh. Half of me belonged to the village whereas the other 

half is excommunicated. Who am I? to whom is my umbilical cord connected?  

(pp.38-39) 

When the name of Hanumantha Limbale was added to Limbale’s name in the school 

record, Hanumantha threatened the headmaster named Bhosale not to do so. As the headmaster 

was an upright man Hanumantha’s tricks were not successful. Limbale is thankful to Bhosale, 

the headmaster. Limbale craves for identity. It is seen in his words: 

But a man is recognised in this world by his religion, caste or his father. I had 

neither a father’s name, nor any religion, caste. I had not inherited identity at all.   

(p.59) 

He identified himself with the legendary ‘Karna’, Kunti’s son. He felt a kinship with him. 

He used to ask his mother about his father. But his questions went unanswered: 

I used to ask my mother about my father. What was his name? Where did he live? 

What did he do? Why didn’t he come to me? What was my relationship with kaka? 

What was the relationship between kaka and my mother? Who was Nagi and 

Nirmi’s father? What was my relationship with Nagi and Nirmi? And so on. Instead 

of answering me, my mother clammed up like Kunthi. At such moments I felt a 

kinship with Karna. I felt we were brothers. Many times I felt I was Karna myself 

because like him, I too was drifting with the flow of the river. My mother asked me 

to tell my teacher that she was the Patil’s whore... I didn’t know the meaning of the 

word ‘whore’,I thought it meant ‘father’. But what a venomous word it is. It implies 

an impure, foul...    (p.60) 

The Dalit women are not only victims of upper caste male lust but the males of their own 

caste too take part in their degradation. It is the skill of the writer that he doesn’t seem to glorify 
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the Dalit males. They are rather blamed for their neglect of their wives and mothers, the 

drunkenness, the apathy and lack of affection on their part. Dhanavva, a woman of Limbale’s 

village, became a victim of the lust of her own father and became pregnant. After the death of 

her husband who had been struck dead by the lightning, she came to her parents house to live 

with them. Shankar, Dhanavva’s father made her pregnant. He was an immoral rascal. In order to 

come out of this situation Dhanavva used to visit Devki, a spinster, a midwife whose occupation 

was performing abortions. An incestuous relationship was established between Dhanavva and 

Shankar. Dhanavva visited the narrator’s mother many a time for consolation. The immoral 

Shankar says: 

I have sown the seed from which she has grown as a plant, now why shouldn’t I eat 

the fruits of this plant? Father and daughter, plant and fruit and conception. (p.67) 

Devki is another woman character. She worked on Girmallya’s farm. Her occupation is to 

help in the abortion of unwanted children in the community. One day she finds herself pregnant. 

After gave birth to her child, she buried the baby under the garbage. Unwanted conception is a 

symbol of moral degradation and a burden. The issues related to Dalit women have hardly been 

taken up seriously either by political leaders or by scholars until very recently. Dalit women were 

left out of the social reform processes and remained untouchables among untouchables. The 

issues related to them have been put in a common basket treating them as a homogenous group. 

As a result, specific issues related to Dalit women never got highlighted. Woman of low caste 

becomes the object of fury and censor and the responsibility of the man is conveniently 

forgotten. The Outcaste deals with the question of identity of Dalits and their humiliation, 

feelings of anger, forbearance and compassion--- the intertwining of all these elements gives 

Limbale’s autobiography an immense vitality. It is a moving, pathetic, social document on caste 

oppression. Autobiography and poetry writing are amply found in Dalit literature, and have been 

tackled efficiently. Dalit literature is not simply literature. It is associated with a movement to 

bring about change. Dalits are masses exploited and oppressed economically, socially, culturally, 

in the name of religion and other factors. Dalit writers like Limbale hopes that this exploited 

group of people will bring about a socio-cultural revolution in India. 
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